“Helping you build a better environment”
Stansted Environmental Services (SES) Ltd are a multi-disciplined environmental consultancy with a proven
track record of providing high quality, practical and pragmatic advice to a wide range of clients across
many sectors. With increasing requirements and expectations on land use change, environmental standards
and pre-occupation testing and sustainability, we provide a “one-stop-shop” for all environmental services,
testing and analysis requirements.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Approach

Accreditations

Our highly professional team of consultants have a wide range of practical
experience providing you with the most knowledgeable solutions to all of
your environmental needs. We are committed to delivering a high quality
service. SES realise above all, that the continuation of our success is
dependent upon developing and sustaining relationships with our clients. To
this end, we ensure that the services we offer provide a high degree of
flexibility for the client at all stages of the project design and implementation.

SES pride ourselves on
the professional nature
of our services and our
list of accreditations
backs up our philosophy.
We continually strive to
reach the highest
standards possible.

Our Services
SES has continued to widen our service provision to provide you with a
competitive, cost-effective service. We provide you with expertise in the
following areas:









UKAS Accredited Sound
Insulation Testing.
ATTMA Registered Air
Tightness Testing.
Home Quality Mark
Assessments.
SAP Calculations & Energy
Performance Certificates
(EPCs).
SBEM Calculations & EPCs
Code for Sustainable
Homes Assessments.
BREEAM Assessments.
Energy & Sustainability
Statements.












Health & Safety Inspections
& Advice.
Crane & Plant Safety.
Scaffold Safety
High Risk Safety Solutions
CDM Compliance
Health & Safety Training
including First Aid Training
Air Quality Acoustics &
Noise Control
Contaminated Land
Geo-technical and Drilling

In all cases, we combine in-depth technical expertise with the ability to find
workable solutions that are appropriate to your project requirements.
As a consultancy, we are equipped to provide you with a bespoke solution for
your business needs.
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Geo-Environmental
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

A Phased Approach to Contaminated Land
Our competent consultants have extensive experience in dealing with Contaminated
Land conditions and working with Local Authorities and the Environment Agency.
The investigation, assessment and remediation of contaminated land should follow current best practice
and should be carried out by a competent person with a recognised relevant qualification and sufficient
experience in contaminated land i.e. an environmental consultant.

We Offer
------------------------------SES specialises in providing commercial solutions for contaminated
land planning conditions for residential and commercial developments.

Contaminated Land
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Phase I – Desk Study
Phase I comprising desk based research and including a site visit to identify any contaminative uses that a site may have been
used for. A Preliminary Risk Assessment and initial conceptual site model (CSM) are produced showing any active pollutant
linkages relevant to the site. In some cases, the PRA is sufficient to close out any planning conditions relating to contaminated
land.

Phase II – Intrusive Investigation
Phase II is an intrusive investigation where samples are taken from suspected areas of contamination and analysed for arrange
of contaminants. The sampling is based on the outcomes of the PRA. If ground gas has been raised as an issue in the PRA,
then wells can also be installed and monitored over a period of time to ascertain the likelihood of gases being present. On
completion of this phase of works the CSM is updated relevant pollutant linkages showing and a Generic Risk Assessment is
produced detailing the levels of contamination present, if any. On more complex sites, and especially if groundwater
contamination is an issue, a more complex Detailed Quantitative Risk Assessment may be necessary to identify the risks.

Phase III - Remediation
Phase III details the actions necessary to ensure that the site is brought to a safe condition for its intended use. This information
is produced in a Remediation Method Strategy and involves the severing or more of the pollutant linkages. Pollutant linkages
may be severed by removing the source, interrupting the pathway or changing the receptors onsite.

Phase IV - Validation
Phase IV is the Validation Report which details any remedial works undertaken on site and provides evidence, usually through
additional soil and/or water sampling, that the remediation has been successful.
Throughout the whole process, SES will closely liaise with the Local Planning Authority to ensure that each condition is
discharged in a timely manner.
Others services that SES can provide include

Planning Application Contaminated Land Review
A review of all contaminated land reports.

Piling Risk Assessments
Preparation of Piling Risk Assessments to assess the risk to groundwater from piling operations in accordance with Environment
Agency report NC/99/73 entitled “Piling and penetrative ground improvement methods on land affected by contamination:
guidance on pollution prevention”.

Waste Classification
Stansted Environmental Services Limited can provide advice on waste characterisation and disposal of soils from site. Waste
soil may be classed as either hazardous or non-hazardous as governed by waste legislation. The producer is required to
undertake a waste characterisation exercise prior to disposal. In some cases, waste soil may be disposed of as inert waste.
However this needs to be demonstrated through assessment and appropriate analysis. The use of Waste Acceptance Criteria
(WAC) testing alone cannot classify waste. As detailed in the Environment Agency’s Technical Guidance WM3 Ver1.1 (2018)
entitled ‘Guidance on the Classification and Assessment of Waste’, waste classification is a two stage process.
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Geo-Technical
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Consultants have a thorough understanding of the engineering behaviour of the ground and
the geotechnical hazards related to different soil and rock types. Working in conjunction with our
environmental consultancy we are able to develop a holistic approach to investigation and
development of integrated geotechnical and environmental solutions for potential development
schemes.

We Offer
-----------------------------------------Our comprehensive services include, but are not limited to:









Intrusive ground investigations (phased site
investigations based on desk based research and
knowledge of proposed site redevelopments)
Foundations for structures in both soils and rock
Basement Impact Assessments
Slope stability and slope engineering
Earthworks consultancy
(specification/supervision/validation)
Retaining structures
Remediation








Ground improvements and stabilisation
Pavement design assessments
Concrete design advice
Soakaway testing and associated
advice
Forensic investigation of geotechnical
failures
Factual and interpretive reporting

Our geotechnical consultancy is backed UKAS accredited laboratory soils testing to BS 1377 and other
relevant British and European Standards.

Investigation Services
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
We are experienced in investigation of all ground conditions encountered in the United Kingdom and using the various
techniques available to recover samples and carry out insitu testing. We have experienced and suitably qualified drilling
teams and can offer a full range of drilling options for both solid and drift geology including cable percussive boring and
dynamic sampling, with rotary hole drilling and coring in rock. Our engineers can advise on most appreciate method
with which to recover quality samples and carry out insitu testing.
To augment or replace shallow boreholes, we offer a complete trial pitting service. We can arrange for our consultants
to be onsite with wither and hand digging team or mechanical excavator.
We offer:

Cable Percussion Drilling

Rotary Coring and Rotary Openhole

Dynamic Sampling

Installation of Water Wells

Installation of Deep Bored Soakaways

Soakaway Testing to BRE365
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Acoustic Consultancy
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bespoke Acoustic Advice
SES is an independent acoustic consultancy based in Essex. We provide
high quality advice to Architects, Contractors, and Developers.
Our acoustic consultants include members of the Institute of Acoustics who have
many years’ experience in dealing with noise control.
Our services include Building Acoustics, Sound Insulation Testing, Advice and
Environmental Noise Surveys. From noise surveys at the planning stage, consultancy
at the design and construction stage, through to final commissioning, all areas are
covered.

Services We Provide:
---------------------------------------





Environmental Noise Impact Assessments for Developers at
the Planning Stage
Occupational Noise at Work Surveys and Assessments
Industrial and Commercial Noise Impact Assessments
Nuisance Surveys
Construction Noise/Vibration Monitoring
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Air Quality Assessment
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Monitoring, Assessments & Advice
SES have expert knowledge in providing Air Quality Assessments
to support planning applications.
Assessments are being requested in support of an increasing number of planning applications,
both at the pre-application and post-submission stages. These require the consideration of
whether sites are suitable for the proposed use, or to determine whether a development will cause
significant air quality impacts at sensitive locations. Specifically referenced within the National
Planning Policy Framework, air quality issues can be a material planning consideration and have
led to the refusal of consent for a wide range of schemes.

Dust Monitoring
Dust sampled at construction and development sites and assessed against UK Air Quality
objectives.

Our Capabilities
_____________________________
Air quality assessments are usually required where
development sites are located close to busy roads or
existing commercial and residential properties.
This often means that the site is also affected by noise or may have an impact
on noise levels in the area and that a noise assessment is necessary.
Many of our clients ask us to complete noise and air quality assessments on the same site.
This enables mitigation measures for noise and air quality, which are often similar in
nature, to be considered together, saving time and money and streamlining
the whole process.

Our Services include:
__________________________________________________





Measuring and monitoring dust
levels.
Monitoring particulate levels
Monitoring No2 via diffusion tube
Landfill and ground gas monitoring
(methane (CHA)/Carbon Dioxide
(CO2)/Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCS)





Preparation of air quality reports.
Air Quality Action Plans
Environment Statements
(to accompany an Environmental
Impact Assessment).
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Energy
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

An Energy Statement is required for new build developments to either:
a) Demonstrate, as part of your planning application, how the proposed development
meets Local Authority energy, CO2 and sustainability requirements; or
b) To satisfy the requirements of Building Regulations, ADL1A. This is known as a
Statement 25A and would not be required where an energy statement has
previously been provided at planning stage unless the energy strategy has
substantially changed.
c) Whether the requirement is to meet London Plan, Local Authority or Building
Regulation requirements, SES are experienced in modelling and optimising energy
strategies for large and small scale developments, negotiating with planning
officers as required.

Energy Statements take into
Consideration:
________________________________

 London Plan/Local Authority/Building
Regulation Requirements.
 Number and type of units.
 Size, layout and orientation.
 Construction specification and fabric efficiency.
 Heating, hot water and ventilation.
 On and Off site renewable energy provision.
 The Be Lean, Be Clean, Be Green Energy Hierarchy.
 CO2 from domestic and non-domestic units.
 Sustainability Issues

SES have a team of experienced qualified OCDEA & NDEA Assessors who can incorporate
not only an optimised energy/CO 2 strategy but also Code for Sustainable Homes, BREEAM
HQM and water efficiency amongst other sustainability issues into your Statement to
demonstrate compliance and help towards planning approval or Building Control
handover.
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SAP Calculations
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

and Energy Performance Certificates (EPC's)
SES have Elmhurst Accredited SAP Assessors who can carry out SAP Calculations for compliance
with Part L1A & L1B of the Building Regulations.
We can help you achieve your SAP certification by offering advice, recommendations and action
at all stages of the process. Part L of the Buildings Regulations requires that all residential
developments must conform to specific target requirements on energy efficiency & CO2
emissions.
SAP is the method of measuring the energy efficiency of new-build residential buildings. It involves
the use of a ‘notional’ model to evaluate new-build projects to produce a Target Emissions Rating
(TER) in line with Part L of the Building Regulations.

SAP takes into consideration
___________________________
-

Building materials
Insulation values
Thermal Bridging
Ventilation
Air Tightness
Heating and lighting
Renewable energy technology

EPC’s
________________________________________________________
Once the building is complete the SAP Assessor will confirm constructions used, incorporate the air
test result where applicable and produce the As Built SAP Report and Energy Performance
Certificate (EPC). This certificate is required for handover to Building Control and also for the
rent/sale of the property.

Benefits of choosing SES
-

Design stage consultation and calculations.
As-built consultation and calculations.
Certification provided for your Building Control Officer.
Advice for areas of improvement allowing you to meet your Building Regulations and
Planning requirements.
Providing EPCs for dwellings with lodgement on the Landmark National database.

Where SES also provides Air Tightness Testing, this combined service enables us to reduce costs for
unnecessary retests and turn EPCs around quickly, often within hours.
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Code for Sustainable
Homes Assessments
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

SES are experienced in undertaking Code Assessments on a wide
range of projects and also in providing clear and timely advice to
assist in achieving required Code targets for both private and social
housing development
The Code for Sustainable Homes was introduced to drive a step-change in sustainable home
building practice. Since 27th March 2015 Code can no longer be stipulated as a planning
condition, however is still required on legacy cases prior to this date and is often used by Housing
Associations or as a voluntary nationally recognised quality mark.
Code is a rating system for the environmental sustainability of new housing major refurbishments.
Homes are assessed against nine key criteria, and awarded a score ranging from Level 1 (basic)
to Level 6 (exemplary).

The criteria categories are:
___________________________
- Energy and CO2
- Water
- Pollution
- Surface Water Run Off
- Materials
- Waste
- Health and Wellbeing
- Management
- Ecology

Categories and Weighting
________________________________________________________
Categories are weighted by their environmental impact and this factor is taken into
account when the credits-to-points conversion is made. Below is a summary of categories
in order of environmental weighting.

Achieving Sustainability
________________________________________________________
Benefits of choosing SES:
A home can achieve a sustainability rating from one
to six stars depending on the extent to which is has
achieved Code standards. One star is the entry levelabove the level of the Building Regulations; and six
stars is the highest level – reflecting exemplary
development in sustainability terms.
Our Code assessors will conduct initial design stage
assessments, recommend a rating, and issue an
interim Code certificate. A post-completion check to
verify the rating is required before final Code
certificate of compliance is issued.

-

Formal assessment of dwellings by our
accredited assessors.
Design stage advice, review and
certification.
Post-construction analysis and final
certification, including project inspection.
Comprehensive support through your
planning process.
Optimise your rating as a key selling point in a
competitive market.
Provide you with the information required for
negotiating with Housing Associations.
Full liaison with consultants and manufactures
for an uncomplicated project assessment.
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BREEAM UK New
Construction
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

SES are experienced in undertaking BREEAM Assessments on a wide range of projects and also in
providing clear and timely advice to assist in achieving BREEAM targets.
BREEAM UK New Construction was introduced in 2011 to help make the build process and running
of the building more environmentally friendly. In March 2018 the 3rd version was released (BREEAM
UK New Construction 2018) and already SES has a number of schemes working positively towards
achieving high levels of certification.
BREEAM is a rating system for environmental sustainability for new Non-domestic units. The
buildings assessed against nine key criteria, and awarded a rating from Unclassified to
Outstanding.

The Criteria categories are;
__________________________
-

Management
Health & wellbeing
Energy
Transport
Water
Materials
Waste
Land Use & Ecology
Pollution

Categories and Weighting
________________________________________________________
BREEAM has 4 assessment options depending on how the scheme is being handed over to the
future occupiers:
-

Fully-fitted
Simple building
Shell and core
Shell only

All 9 assessment categories have impacted on the scheme’s rating as shown below.

What are the benefits of choosing SES?
______________________________________________________
-

Bespoke assessment to building design.
Optimise your rating to reduce unnecessary costs.
Years of experience in BRE Assessments.
Comprehensive support through your planning process.
Provide you with information needed to achieve credit objectives.
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Water Calculations
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Internal Potable Water Usage
Under current Building Regulations (Approved Doc G), all new dwellings are
required to demonstrate a minimum level of water efficiency and produce a
water calculation for Building Control handover.

Housebuilders can illustrate compliance through two routes:
either using white goods and sanitary ware which meet individual maximum water usage
targets;
or via the calculation method which enables housebuilders to optimise water usage more
efficiently as preferred across their appliances.
Local Planning Authorities can also request a higher level of water efficiency which can
be demonstrated in the same manner.

Water Calculations
take into Consideration:
________________________________________________________














WC’s
Taps
Washing machines
Showers
Baths
Dishwashers
Insinkerators
Water Softeners
Greywater recycling
Rainwater recycling
An allowance for external water use
Flow rates

SES can carry out your water calculation the following stages as required:
 Design Calculations- to enable the housebuilder to design and purchase
white goods and sanitary ware to submit as part of your planning
application.
 As Built Calculation- to provide to Building Control to satisfy Approved Doc G
requirements.
Water Calculations for non-domestic units can also be provided.
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Air Tightness Testing
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

ATTMA Registered for Air Tightness Testing
SES offers a nationwide, fast and cost-effective service for all your Part L1A &
L2A Building Regulations air testing compliance requirements. Our residential
and commercial air pressure testing service is used all over the UK by
construction companies, house builders, large and small developers and selfbuilders.
Part L1A of the Building Regulations sets the energy efficiency standards for new homes &
buildings. This requires that a sample of new homes on all developments is tested for air
leakage (also known as air tightness, air permeability or pressure testing).

What do SES Offer?
________________________________________________________
All of our air tightness tests are carried out in accordance with ATTMA TS1 issue 2 to BS EN 13829
method B standards, and all our test engineers are trained and registered members of ATTMA.
Residential Air Testing in accordance with Part L1A
Commercial Air Testing in accordance with Part L2A
AOV System in shafts for high rise buildings.
Ventilation Testing
Smoke Testing
Duct Testing








What are the benefits of choosing SES?
________________________________________________________








ATTMA L1 & L2 Trained Technicians
Free site visit to advice on minimizing leakage (Size dependant)
Same day result and meeting
Assist site with emergency air testing
FREE advice during pre-development meeting
FREE advice & suggestions on use of renewable to meet Building Regulation compliance
Liaise with your building control officer / insurance body for the client

Where SES also provides Air Tightness Testing, this combined service enables us to reduce costs for
unnecessary retests and turn EPCs around quickly, often within hours
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Thermal Imaging
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Stansted Environmental Services Limited (SES) can provide you with a fast and cost effective
Thermal Imaging Assessment service.
The thermal imaging assessment maybe required if you feel your property has heat loss and cold
spots within the building.
SES can carry out a thermal imaging assessment of the internal and external envelope of the
dwelling to identify any potential cold bridging areas using a TESTO thermography meter.
The thermography equipment would enable SES to identify any cold bridging zones which would
lead to excessive heating demand of the dwelling during the winter period as well as affect the
perceived thermal comfort by the occupants.

Infrared Thermography
________________________________________________________
Uses thermal imaging to determine the thermal performance of buildings
Infrared thermography is the cience of acquisition and analysis of thermal information from non-contact thermal
imaging devices. It identifies heat loss from buildings
SES offers thermal imaging of building fabric for the construction sector.
Thermal imaging of building fabric helps to;


Identify areas of missing/defective insulation.



Identify thermal bridges.



Identify areas at risk from mould and condensation.



Identify water leaks in flat roof / building surfaces



Investigating moisture damage.



Demonstrate compliance with Part L of the Building Regulations



Detection structural defects and ensuring construction quality.



Satisfy requirements for BREEAM Assessments (Management Man 01: Sustainable procurement) which states;
- The main contractor accounts for a thermographic survey within the project budget and programme of
works. (Coming Soon)

What are the benefits of choosing SES?
________________________________________________________
 Typically only -3 hrs on site - minimum disruption (early morning or evening time)
 Experimental investigation
 Liaison with your Building Control Officer, insurance body, or client
As well as providing a fast and accurate thermal imaging assessment at a market leading price, our experienced
energy assessors will be happy to assist you with free impartial advice regarding air tight construction details. We
can also offer you a single point of contact for all of your Part L requirements, including carrying out your SAP
Assessment and issuing an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) on completion of your project.
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Sound Insulation Testing
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

UKAS Accredited Sound Insulation Testing
SES offers a nationwide, fast and cost-effective service for all
your Approved Document E Sound Insulation testing
compliance requirements and can help to ensure your
development is signed off promptly. Our Sound Insulation
Testing service is used by construction companies, house builders,
large and small developers and self-builders all over the UK.
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Approved Document E of the Building Regulations requires new buildings and conversions
to demonstrate reasonable levels of airborne and impact sound insulation performance
between separating walls and floors. Sound Insulation testing, also referred to as acoustic
testing, is the measurement of how much sound is stopped by separating walls or floors
between dwelling spaces.

What do SES Offer?
________________________________________________________
Stansted Environmental Services is UKAS accredited to carry out acoustic testing and consultancy
on all types of buildings for Part E of the Building Regulations.
SES have been conducting Sound Insulation Testing for a number of years, building up a solid
reputation for completing the job in a professional and hassle-free manner.

What are the benefits of choosing SES?
________________________________________________________
Our experienced acoustic consultants / Environmental Technicians can liaise with the design
team at all stages of a project to ensure that compliance requirements are considered from the
outset, and thus achieved comfortably and economically.







UKAS accredited
Over 10 Years’ Experience with robust procedure
for testing and verification
Review of specifications for wall and floor
partitions
Quick turnaround of testing and certificate issue.
Time efficient site testing (minimum disruption)
Same day results (avoid handover delays)








Comprehensive report within 10 days
FREE Liaison with your Building Control Officer,
insurance body, or client
FREE testing programmes designed specifically
to accommodate all partition wall and floor
type
Competitive prices
Quick, efficient and friendly services
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Health & Safety Consultancy
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Professional Assistance
SES provides a complete range of health and safety solutions designed to
keep organisations, management and the workforce safe. Our sensible,
flexible approach to Health and Safety with tailored and practical solutions
supports clients in achieving Health and Safety legislative compliance.
Our Health and Safety consultants are members of the Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health (IOSH). We work closely with you from the outset by understanding your needs,
advising on and developing a proposal which fully meets with your requirements.

Our Services Include
________________________________________________________














Health & Safety Site or Premises Inspection
Consultancy including CDM Advisor
Crane & Lift Plans
Scaffold Safety Inspections
High Risk Safety Solutions
Fire Risk Assessments
Training (CITB, IOSH, NPORS)
Health & Safety Policies
PQQ/SSIP Assistance (CHAS, SMAS etc)
Accident Investigation
Construction Environmental
Management Plan
Construction Phase Plan
Construction Logistics Plan

CDM Advisor
________________________________________________________
Our Consultants are registered CDM Advisors with the Association for Project Safety (APS), and can
help you with compliance with the CDM Regulations 2015 requirements.

Our duties as your CDM Advisor under CDM 2015 include the following:
________________________________________________________






Advice and assistance throughout the
project.
Formal notification to the HSE.
Health & Safety advice regarding CDM
compliance.
Pre-Construction Information Pack.
Prepare and update the Health & Safety
File on completion of the project.





We can assist with the preparation of;
- Traffic Management Plan.
- Fire Plan.
- Site Induction Plan.
- Construction Phase Health & Safety
Plan.
Liaison with the HSE throughout your
project.
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Health & Safety Training
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Know it, before you need it!
As professionals in Health & Safety, with real on-the-job experience, Stansted
Environmental Services has a proven track record of providing the highest
standard of workplace Health & Safety Training.
We will work with you to ensure your company has trained staff who can lead, inspire
others and increase your business performance. The training your company and
employees receive can be personally tailored to meet your business needs.

We Also Offer
________________________________________________________
SES provides a complete Health and Safety Consultancy designed to keep organisations,
management and the workforce safe.
Our sensible approach to Health and Safety with tailored and practical solutions supports clients
in achieving Health and Safety legislative compliance.

Courses Provided
________________________________________________________









CITB SMSTS
CITB SSSTS
CITB Site Safety
IOSH Working Safely Awareness
Crane, Lift Supervisor
Asbestos/Awareness
Slinger/Signaller
Fire Marshal & Fire Extinguisher








Manual Handling
Face Fit Testing (Dust Mask)
Traffic/Vehicle Banksman
Working at Height/Harness/Ladder Safety
Emergency First Aid at Work
First Aid at Work
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Our Clients
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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